For incoming mobility groups and individuals we arrange:
 Flight tickets to London and other transportation
services
 Accommodation
 Boarding services as well as supermarket shopping
cards to avoid cash
 Local transportation pass
 Cultural and leisure-time activities
 British English language courses
 Monitoring services and 24/7 emergency support
 ECVET evaluation
 Europass Mobility Document and other type of
certification

Idea – M provides complexed mobility services including
administration, mentoring, certification, arrangement of
mobility programme and workplace also organisation of
logistic and other practical issues.
Under Erasmus+ we host VET teachers and staff for
qualification as well as VET students for internships.
Mobility is not only for professional but also for your
cultural improvement. London is fulfilled with museums,
clubs, world-famous attractions and social activities.
Do not miss a chance to experience mobility benefits in
London what you would never forget.

I had a two months internship under Erasmus+ in London
as a confectioner and I liked it a lot! The staff was very
helpful and friendly. I worked together with other
students and we became best friends spending our free
time together and exploring London.
Idea – M is an organisation, providing mobility services
for people from all over the European Union. We
consider mobility as an opportunity to overcome
professional, linguistic and cultural barriers organising
youth exchange programmes, students’ internships or
specialists’ qualification seminars in United Kingdom.
Our mission: to bring the benefits of international
mobility to EU citizens improving their social, cultural
and professional skills and competences.

Idea – M is organising mobility internships in London
and surrounding areas. Please do not hesitate to
contact us for further information.

PIC: 924477416
info@idea-m.co.uk
www.idea-m.co.uk

João, student, Portugal
For me and my colleagues Idea-M organised visits to
several schools in London. It was very interesting to
observe lectures and to analyse different teaching
methods. During the free-time we visited Big Ben, London
Tower and other attractions of the city.
Rita, VET teacher, Lithuania

Mobility in London was a great opportunity for me. As a
logistics student I gained valuable experience and
improved my professional skills. As a person I gained selfconfidence and cultural awareness. I have also received
Europass and obtained ECVET credits.
Susanne, student, Germany
Together with my automotive classmates I participated in
Erasmus+ internship in London. I was provided with
accommodation, local transport pass, shopping cards and
so on. Because of Idea-M staff support I could easily focus
on my objectives: to learn and to improve.
Ulvis, student, Latvia

